
OPUS EASY 120 BINDING EQUIPMENT

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
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ROBUST AND AESTHETIC BINDING IN METALBIND SYSTEM

Metalbind is an innovative binding system that ensures perfect appearance of documents and reliable 
safety. Metalbind does not use glue, staples or paper punches – instead, the binding and pages are placed in 
a metal channel. The contents of your documents are held in place by the sloping back wall of the channel, 



while the front wall never deforms, so you can enjoy beautifully and firmly bound documents!
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BINDER EASY 120 – FAST AND EFFICIENT

The Easy 120 uses the Metalbind system to bind documents efficiently and quickly. Thanks to the patented 
binding jaw, which clamps the channel evenly, no loose paper will remain in the documentation. The 
possibility of free choice of cover and its personalization will allow you to create beautiful, unique bindings.
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SMALL SIZE, COMFORTABLE TO WORK WITH

The Easy 120 binding machine is a compact, portable device that does not require connection to any power 
source. It is therefore easy to move and place anywhere, making it suitable for use both in the office and at 
home. The sturdy metal construction ensures stability and comfort of use as well as many years of service.
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VERSATILE AND POWERFUL DEVICE

Despite its small size, the binder provides extremely durable and efficient binding – you can bind from 1 to 
120 sheets at a time! In addition, the Easy 120 also works with the C-BIND system, where the covers are 
bound together with the channel – this makes the binder even more versatile.
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WIDE RANGE OF COVERS AND PERSONALISATION

When you choose the Easy 120 binding machine, you gain access to many different types of covers, from 
which you can compose beautiful bindings for your documents. You can choose from various colours and 
textures of soft and hard covers. It’s also possible to make an individualised cover – you choose what you 
want to put on it!
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EASY CHANNEL SELECTION

The binding machine is equipped with a channel selector, which makes it easy to match the correct channel 
to the number of pages you want to bind. You can choose a channel with an elegant veneer or lacquer finish 
and the same channel can be used for both hard and soft binding.
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HOW TO BIND?

Place the channel in the binding machine, then place the documents with covers in it and clamp. The whole 
process takes only 5 seconds!
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ADVANTAGES OF METALBIND MACHINES

simple and convenient device operation
quick binding – just a few seconds
easy storage of covers and channels
incredible bond strength
perfect binding, wide range of covers and channels
secure documentation – binding without glue, stapling or punching
versatility – one cover fits all document thicknesses
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EASY BINDING WITH EASY 120

A nicely and firmly bound documents are the basis of good organisation both in offices and at home. With the 
Easy 120 you can achieve this effect in just a few seconds!

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Maximum binding format: A3 (short side only)
Maximum number of bound pages*: 120
Operation type: manual
Metal housing:  Yes 

WEIGHT
• net weight:



8,7 kg
• gross weight: 9,5 kg

DIMENSIONS
• height: 147 mm
• width: 458 mm
• depth: 234 mm

*tests made on paper: 80 g/m²

WARRANTY
• device warranty: 2 years
• 72h service:  Yes 

www.opus.pl



CONSUMABLES / ACCESSORIES

TRANSPARENT SOFT COVERS - O.EASY 
COVER DOUBLE CLEAR - (3 MM) - 297 X 

210 MM (A4 POTRAIT) - BLACK - 40 
PIECES

A soft transparent cover with the 
*easy open* a laser cut on front 

page for easy opening. The covers 
were glued into the metal c...

231,99 zł netto
285,35 zł brutto

TRANSPARENT SOFT COVERS - O.EASY 
COVER DOUBLE CLEAR - (5 MM) - 297 X 
210 MM (A4 POTRAIT) - RED - 40 PIECES

A soft transparent cover with the 
*easy open* a laser cut on front 

page for easy opening. The covers 
were glued into the metal c...

252,06 zł netto
310,03 zł brutto

TRANSPARENT SOFT COVERS - O.EASY 
COVER DOUBLE CLEAR - (7 MM) - 297 X 

210 MM (A4 POTRAIT) - BLUE - 40 
PIECES

A soft transparent cover with the 
*easy open* a laser cut on front 

page for easy opening. The covers 
were glued into the metal c...

262,10 zł netto
322,38 zł brutto





TRANSPARENT SOFT COVERS - O.EASY 
COVER DOUBLE CLEAR - (10 MM) - 297 
X 210 MM (A4 POTRAIT) - SILVER - 30 

PIECES
A soft transparent cover with the 
*easy open* a laser cut on front 

page for easy opening. The covers 
were glued into the metal c...

212,05 zł netto
260,82 zł brutto

TRANSPARENT SOFT COVERS - O.EASY 
COVER DOUBLE CLEAR - (13 MM) - 297 X 

210 MM (A4 POTRAIT) - WHITE - 30 
PIECES

A soft transparent cover with the 
*easy open* a laser cut on front 

page for easy opening. The covers 
were glued into the metal c...

212,05 zł netto
260,82 zł brutto

SEMI TRANSPARENT MATT SOFT 
COVERS - O.EASY COVER DOUBLE SEMI 

MATT - (1.5 MM) - 297 X 210 MM (A4 
POTRAIT) - SREBRNY - 50 PIECES

A semi transparent matt soft cover 
with the *easy open* a laser cut on 

front page for easy opening. The 
covers were glued into t...

262,10 zł netto
322,38 zł brutto
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SEMI TRANSPARENT MATT SOFT 
COVERS - O.EASY COVER DOUBLE SEMI 

MATT - (3 MM) - 297 X 210 MM (A4 
POTRAIT) - BLUE - 40 PIECES

A semi transparent matt soft cover 
with the *easy open* a laser cut on 

front page for easy opening. The 
covers were glued into t...

219,72 zł netto
270,26 zł brutto

SEMI TRANSPARENT MATT SOFT 
COVERS - O.EASY COVER DOUBLE SEMI 

MATT - (5 MM) - 297 X 210 MM (A4 
POTRAIT) - RED - 40 PIECES

A semi transparent matt soft cover 
with the *easy open* a laser cut on 

front page for easy opening. The 
covers were glued into t...

238,68 zł netto
293,58 zł brutto

SEMI TRANSPARENT MATT SOFT 
COVERS - O.EASY COVER DOUBLE SEMI 

MATT - (7 MM) - 297 X 210 MM (A4 
POTRAIT) - BLACK - 40 PIECES

A semi transparent matt soft cover 
with the *easy open* a laser cut on 

front page for easy opening. The 
covers were glued into t...

248,16 zł netto
305,24 zł brutto

SEMI TRANSPARENT MATT SOFT 
COVERS - O.EASY COVER DOUBLE SEMI 

MATT - (10 MM) - 297 X 210 MM (A4 
POTRAIT) - WHITE - 30 PIECES

A semi transparent matt soft cover 
with the *easy open* a laser cut on 

front page for easy opening. The 
covers were glued into t...

199,92 zł netto
245,90 zł brutto

SEMI TRANSPARENT MATT SOFT 
COVERS - O.EASY COVER DOUBLE SEMI 

MATT - (13 MM) - 297 X 210 MM (A4 
POTRAIT) - WHITE - 30 PIECES

A semi transparent matt soft cover 
with the *easy open* a laser cut on 

front page for easy opening. The 
covers were glued into t...

199,92 zł netto
245,90 zł brutto
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